In a self-consistent calculation of hydrogen chemisorption on "cubium" clusters of various size we have found that by chemisorption localized bonds (surface molecules) can be formed, even on broad band metals. The cluster size required for chemisorption studies is considerably less than for describing the metallic properties. Theoretical models for embedding clusters in an underlying solid should take electron repulsion terms into account to the same level of approximation in the clusters as in the solid, since otherwise instabilities may result from a different screening.
Introduction
For the theoretical study of chemisorption of (single) atoms or molecules on metal or semi conductor surfaces two types of models are common ly used cluster models and semi-infinite crystal models. Although the latter models may seem more attractive at first sight, in practice rather strong sim plifications must be made in the description of the semi-infinite solid. Either one uses the jellium model 12, 3] , in which case one has to reintroduce the atomic character of the solid in some approximate way [4 ] , or one applies semi-infinite crystal treatments which are actually (small) cluster calculations where the cluster is embedded in the solid in some approximate manner. In its simplest form this embedding means that the solid (metal) is considered as a reservoir of electrons which are flowing into and out of the cluster.
This flow is directed by the relative Fermi energies of the cluster and the solid together with the electron re pulsion in the adatom (Anderson's model) [5] 
Calculations
Although cubium is only a hypothetical metal, it has nevertheless been studied intensively, particularly in connection with the problem of adsorption [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . After adsorbing a hydrogen atom on these clusters and optimizing its height such that the maximum ad sorption energy is obtained, we observe some charac The arrow at the bottom corresponds with an atomic popula tion equal to 1.00.
Results and discussion
These " split-off' levels point to a strong bonding/ anti-bonding interaction between the II atom and the The same phenomenon has been observed by Bauschlicher et al. [25] in their calculations on HBe/; clusters, although their clusters are smaller and their fluctuations in A E are more pronounced.
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